Cloze the Compound Connection!

Name ________________________________

snow + man = snowman 🧀

Read the following sentences and use words from the word bank to fill in the blanks and make sense. Reread your sentences to double check your choices!

1. I don't like it when my ___________________________ gets in a knot.
2. Sometimes I hold the ___________________________ for my dad.
3. Little Boy Blue was fast asleep under the ___________________________.
4. My ___________________________ takes me fishing on the lake.
5. I need a new ___________________________ for my books, Mom.
6. A new ___________________________ would be nice, too!
7. Winter is not the time to build a ___________________________ at the beach.
8. My job at home is to clean out the ___________________________.
9. Mom gets upset when she breaks a ___________________________.
10. I had so many books that my ___________________________ fell off the wall!

Word Bank

grandfather  stepladder  bookshelf  backpack  haystack
lunchbox  fireplace  fingernail  sandcastle  shoelace
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